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B.A./B.Sc. 6th Semester (Honours) Examinatio n, 2023 (cBCs)
Subject: Mathematics

Course: BMH6DSE31

(Mathematical Modelling)
Time: 3llours f,.ull Marks: 60

The figureis in the margin indicate.{u marks
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words

as far as practicable.

Notation and symbols have their usual meaning.

l. Answer atry ten questions: 2xfi=20
(a) What are the limitations of mathematical modelling?

- (b) Wrire down the assumptions o[ queueing model (M / M /l): (N /FCFS /q,).
(c) Find the average length of non_empty queue ofa system (M /M /l): (a/FCFS /a).
(d) Write down the relations between

(i) L, and, L,

(ii) W, and W, ot (M / M /L): (oo/ FCFS /a)
(e) What do you mean by service discipline of a queueing syslem?

(f1 What is Allee effect?

(g) What is Matthns tuodel?

(h) Define the Lotka-Volterra model for prey_predator sysrem.

(i) Give an example of two species competition model

O Define equilibrium point of a system;

(k) Give an example of a discrete prey_predator model.

(1) Find the equilibrium point of ff=*1*-t1.
(m) write down the logistic model of population growth explaining the different terms involved

in it.

(n) What are the state variables for the dynamical models of ecosystem?

(o) what are the basic postulates for developing continuous time models of single species' 
population?
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1* *:;;;p;,"ff;::ffiffi 
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0 Find'lhe p'pura'[i'n

in n'th generatron' I

@) wr'te down the logisti: *"::::::;fr-"*1es norulation' 
Hence' explain the concepm of

2+3

car rying capacity and intra-specles

(c) Di rcuss density dependent growth model' 
r soverned by xi - = '!h=and investigate

(d) Fird the non-negative equilibrium of a population governed by xn+r - 2c2n+z 
3+2

the stability' 
. 

rg s'stem folrows the poisson distribudon then show that the

stribution'

(e) l1 the arrival process in a queuerr

associated random variable defined as inter-arrivat time follows the exponential di

(fl l)iscuss different states of a queueing system'

nd o are mean and
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T; ;Ji-:H"m rkelihoou "'@,H, jl'il": lllTl.L*,,o, is unbiased

standard deviation of a normal population respectivelr $]1prr that this estlmaLuuo *' " 
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exponential with an xvele9e 36 mrnuls' calculate

(i) the average nutrrber of trains in the system'

(ii) the average number of trains in the queue'

(iii) the expected waiting time in the svsteil'

t'J,||:;'":'"'*H'.':H"I"H:'inthesvstemexceedsl0

1gy)=20

(c) Consider the prey-predator sysrcm

9=x(L-x-Y)
dt

X=F(x - 
cr)Y' ct'B beingconstants'

,, *:::[H::::"JT,.:,:,1'::,il::::.",ha, 
'[he 'rbi'l 'r 

a svs'lem 
'fha'f 

is

cooperativeeitherconvefgetoequilibriumordivergetoinflnity


